Abstract

Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) is a rare and potentially life-threatening condition. It has no age predilection and its presentation may be acute, sub-acute or chronic. Although clinical signs and symptoms are variable, headaches along with papilledema, dizziness and focal neurological deficits are commonly seen. The patient presented in this case developed bilateral disc edema and unilateral pre-retinal hemorrhage as a result of this condition. All aspects of patient care are discussed in detail. In addition, features of CVST including etiology, epidemiology, pathogenesis, clinical manifestations and treatment modalities are thoroughly reviewed and integrated into the discussion.
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Background

Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) is a rare, life-threatening condition. It has no age predilection and its presentation may be acute, sub-acute or chronic. Variability in the clinical manifestation of this disease often leads to the misdiagnosis of other neurological conditions such as idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH). Notwithstanding, a significant portion of patients with this condition present with optic nerve head swelling associated with headaches, dizziness and focal neurological deficits. Magnetic resonance venography (MRV) is the most efficient test for the diagnosis of cerebral venous sinus abnormalities. Thus, it has become the gold standard for confirming the diagnosis of CVST.

This case report focuses on the proper approach to diagnosing, treating and managing CVST. A thorough review of the clinical aspects of CVST is presented to facilitate the understanding of the course of action taken to treat this patient. In addition, anatomy and physiology concepts of the central nervous system are integrated in the discussion to cultivate critical thinking. For third- and fourth-year students and optometry residents, the case report can reinforce clinical competence in neuro-ophthalmic care. In addition, first- and second-year students may acquire a better understanding of how to incorporate basic science concepts into their clinical training.

Student Discussion Guide

Case description

A 22-year-old Hispanic male was referred urgently by a primary care physician concerning pain in the superior temporal side of his right eye that started eight days earlier. The pain was described as severe, sharp in quality and accompanied by photophobia. A few days after the onset of pain, the patient visited an ophthalmologist. The ophthalmologist diagnosed sinusitis, ordered a sinus X-ray and prescribed oral antibiotics. Per the patient, the result of the sinus X-ray was unremarkable. One day prior to visiting our clinic, the patient noted an acute drop in visual acuity in the right eye associated with the development of a “red central shadow.” No other visual symptoms were noted.

Medical history reported was positive for bronchial asthma and sinusitis. The patient had been taking a 50-mg tablet of tramadol hydrochloride daily for pain until one day prior to visiting our clinic. He had no allergies to medications. Family history was positive for diabetes mellitus and hypertension. Social history revealed occasional alcohol consumption.

Entering unaided visual acuity in the right eye was decreased without improvement through pinhole (Table 1). Dilated fundus
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Examination showed stage 3 (Frisen Scale) papilledema in both eyes along with a pre-retinal hemorrhage in the right eye (Figure 1A and 1B). Differential diagnosis of papilledema based on initial presentation included intracranial mass and cerebral/subarachnoid hemorrhage. The patient was immediately referred to the emergency department of a nearby medical center.

Emergency department visit

Computed tomography (CT) scans of the head without contrast were negative for intracranial mass and/or cerebral hemorrhage. Later the same day, the patient was transferred to a tertiary care hospital facility for a neuro-ophthalmology consult.

By this time, visual acuity in the right eye had deteriorated dramatically (Table 2). The consultant neuro-ophthalmologist ordered magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain with and without contrast, which revealed subtle signs of sinus thrombosis of the transverse and sigmoid sinuses of the left hemisphere. The patient was then moved to the neurology ward with the recommendation for a lumbar puncture (LP) procedure. At the neurology ward, thrombosis of the transverse and sigmoid sinuses of the left hemisphere was confirmed. In addition, evidence of a cerebral mass, hemorrhage or herniation was ruled out. LP revealed an opening pressure of 350 mmH2O. The patient was started on acetazolamide 250 mg intravenously (IV) every six hours, and a MRV was ordered.

Follow-up care

One day after treatment, the patient showed significant improvement in vision in the right eye, despite optical coherence tomography (OCT) revealing substantial bilateral optic disc elevation (Table 3). The patient reported feeling better systemically. His headaches had subsided and he noted no other associated symptoms. Gross neurological examination was unremarkable (Table 4).

One week later, the patient was discharged from the hospital and a new treatment plan consisting of acetazolamide 250 mg orally every six hours and warfarin sodium 5 mg orally once a day was given.

Results of a laboratory workup concerning possible etiologies of CVST were all unremarkable (Table 5). One week later, the patient was discharged from the hospital and a new treatment plan consisting of acetazolamide 250 mg orally every six hours and warfarin sodium 5 mg orally once a day was given.

One-month neurology follow-up visit

At the one-month neurology follow-up visit, papilledema had dramatically improved. Partial thromboplastin time, prothrombin time and international normalized ratio were re-evaluated. Treatment was kept the same.

Three-month neurology follow-up visit

Papilledema continued to improve. Acetazolamide dosage was reduced to 250 mg daily and
warfarin was kept at 5 mg per day.

**Six-month follow-up visit at eye clinic**

At this visit, the patient reported dramatic improvement in vision and no symptoms. Treatment with oral acetazolamide had been discontinued but he was still taking 5 mg of warfarin daily. Vision examination showed 20/20 best-corrected visual acuity in both eyes (Table 6). Dilated fundus examination showed significant reduction of optic nerve head edema in both eyes and complete resolution of the pre-retinal hemorrhage in the right eye (Figure 3A and 3B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6</th>
<th>6 MONTHS FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION AT EYE CLINIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>20/20 + PH 2/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity</td>
<td>Left, right, and center to light without apparent visual field defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Smooth, accurate, full and untethered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual field</td>
<td>12/12, right arm, right foot, 27.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refraction</td>
<td>Phaco-45, 45, 20/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applanation tonometry</td>
<td>11 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundus</td>
<td>OD, OS, (image 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4.5 Magnification</td>
<td>OD, OS, (image 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT Crb and macula</td>
<td>OD, OS, (image 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Educator’s Guide**

**Key concepts**

1. Critical thinking in diagnosis and clinical approach in primary eye care
2. The pathophysiology of the venous sinus system of the brain, and its impact on the eyes
3. The importance of ensuring that patients understand their current situation and the seriousness of the matter at hand

**Learning objectives**

1. Learn the importance of optic nerve head evaluation
2. Gain basic knowledge of CVST, including signs, symptoms and basic testing
3. Learn to differentiate life-threatening situations based on patient presentation
4. Have a basic understanding of the types of headaches associated with papilledema and CVST, as well as the differential diagnosis of pain
5. Understand the concept of papilledema vs. pseudopapilledema
6. Gain knowledge on the differential diagnosis of true papilledema
7. Be able to identify the different stages of papilledema according to the Frisen scale
8. Understand the clinical significance of a pre-retinal hemorrhage in the presence of papilledema
9. Gain expertise in patient education and management when urgent care is required

**Discussion questions**

1. Basic knowledge and concepts related to the case:
   a. Describe the anatomy of the venous sinus system of the brain and its correlation with the optic nerve head anatomy
   b. Describe the flow pathway of the cerebrospinal fluid and its impact on increased intracranial pressure
   c. Discuss the different stages of papilledema according to the Frisen scale
   d. Describe CVST and include risk factors
   e. What is the pathophysiology of CVST?
   f. What is the pathophysiology of the headache associated with CVST?
   g. What indicates poor prognosis in CVST cases?
2. Differential diagnosis:
   a. What are the likely diagnoses and differentials based on a patient’s presenting signs, symptoms and chief complaint?
   b. What is the differential diagnosis of headaches based on the description of the headache and associated symptoms?
   c. Determine the differential diagnosis based on the patient’s retinal findings
   d. Mention the differential diagnosis for papilledema
   e. Discuss the differentiating factors between true papilledema and pseudopapilledema

3. Critical-thinking concepts:
   a. What could be the consequences if treatment is delayed?
   b. Should the primary care optometrist follow up with the patient while the patient is under the care of the hospital facility?
   c. Did the optometrist do the right thing by sending the patient to the ER immediately?
   d. How important is it for the optometrist to ensure the patient understands his or her current eye health situation?

Literature Review

CVST is an uncommon condition that has gained recognition in recent years. This is primarily due to advancements in neuro-imaging technology. Although the outcome of the condition is relatively uneventful with proper treatment, it can be life-threatening if it is misdiagnosed or left untreated. It is more common in young adult women between 20 and 35 years of age. Associated risk factors include pregnancy, puerperium and the use of oral contraceptives. Diagnosis can be challenging because the condition can present with a wide variety of signs and symptoms that are seen in other neuro-ophthalmic disorders such as IIH. Foroozan et al. concluded in their retrospective study that the rate of occurrence of CVST in patients with presumed IIH was 9.4% (10 of 106 patients). However, more characteristically, patients with CVST present with a recent onset of an unusual headache or stroke-like symptoms without the usual vascular risk factors.

Pathogenesis

The veins of the brain lie within the subarachnoid space and drain into the cerebral venous sinuses. The venous system is divided into the superficial and the deep venous system. The two structures belonging to the superficial venous system are the sagittal sinus and the more superficial cortical veins. The transverse sinus, straight sinus, sigmoid sinus, and the deeper cortical veins belong to the deep venous system. Venous blood from the cerebral sinuses ultimately reaches the heart via the internal jugular vein. An alteration in the normal blood flow, injury to the vascular wall, or hypercoagulability state can cause a venous blood clot. A venous clot in the brain may lead to a cerebral infarction. Consequently, this can cause a cerebral hemorrhage and/or increase intracranial pressure (IIP) due to the formation of a thrombotic vein occlusion or thrombotic sinus occlusion, respectively. Increased vascular permeability from a thrombotic vein occlusion results in extravascular fluid leakage along with coalescence of small hemorrhages ultimately producing a cerebral hematoma. In contrast, IIP is the most common sign seen in thrombotic sinus occlusions. This occurs when the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is not readily absorbed from the cerebral ventricles through the subarachnoid spaces and drained into the venous sinuses. As a consequence, the retrobulbar aspect of the optic nerve may begin to swell because of the accumulation of CSF in the proximal subarachnoid space. As the swollen nerve fibers pass through the optic foramen and enter the globe they get compressed and engorge, thus provoking decreased axoplasmic flow. Axoplasmic stasis ultimately results in optic disc edema. Retinal hemorrhaging with vitreous spill may also result from IIP. This occurs when the retinal venous vasculature collapses as a result of an increase in venous pressure relative to the retinal arterial pressure.

Epidemiology, etiology and risk factors
The incidence of CVST in the general population is approximately three to four cases per million and seven cases per million among children of which 50% are younger than three months. Although it can occur at any of the sinuses, the sagittal sinus and the lateral (transverse) sinuses are the most commonly affected (70-85% incidence). Multiple conditions and risk factors are associated with CVST (Table 7). Nonetheless, direct involvement, such as mechanical trauma during surgery or a consequential injury after a lumbar puncture, has been identified as the cause in approximately 85% of patients. Prothrombotic effects associated with the use of oral contraceptives have also been linked to the disease. Approximately 75% of the adult population with CSVT are females. This statistic has a positive association with the increased prevalence of young adult women using oral contraceptives. Pregnancy and genetic predisposing mutations such as factor V Leiden may also be influencing factors. Cases of CVST in pregnant women during their last trimester and postpartum period have been documented. Moreover, Alroggen et al. concluded in their study that the chances of developing CVST in a genetically predisposed female of childbearing age taking oral contraceptives is much higher than the normal female counterpart.

Clinical manifestations

The onset of CVST may be acute (1-3 days), sub-acute (4-14 days) or chronic (more than 14 days). This variability in initial presentation can create a dilemma regarding the appropriate diagnostic approach. Hence, a proper assessment of signs and symptoms is of utmost importance. Headache is the most repeatable clinical manifestation of CVST. It is present in more than 90% of the cases. In their retrospective study, Wasay et al. found that 68% of the patients with CVST had a headache accompanied by a neurological deficit on initial presentation, while in the remaining 32% of the patients headache was the only symptom. Notwithstanding, headaches in CVST can present in a variety of forms. They may mimic a thunderclap type headache like is seen in patients with a subarachnoid hemorrhage as well as a throbbing headache that may occur during a migraine attack. Therefore, it is imperative to include CVST in the differential diagnosis when headaches accompany a neurological deficit(s) as well as in headaches that may suggest an impending neurological injury. Localization of headache may also be a good indicator of CVST. A correlation has been seen between localized headaches and thrombosis of the transverse and sigmoid sinuses. In addition, neurological deficit is observed in the majority of patients with CVST. Usual symptoms include local and generalized seizures, hemiparesis, hemiparesis, ataxia and cranial nerve VI palsy.

Ocular manifestations occur in approximately half of the patients with CVST. Papilledema is the most common ocular sign observed. IIP causes axoplasmic stasis leading to accumulation of cellular waste products and subsequent optic nerve edema. Optic nerve head (ONH) elevation due to papilledema, as well other conditions, may be observed on binocular fundus examination. However, accompanying peripapillary signs such as obscuration of retinal vessels, nerve fiber layer hemorrhages and retinal folds (Paton’s lines) are characteristic of papilledema (Table 8). Extra-retinal hemorrhaging may also be observed in CVST as a result of capillary collapse provoked by increased retinal venous pressure at other layers of the retina. Depending on the layer involved, blood spill can be found adjacent to the vitreous parenchyma (between the posterior vitreous base and the internal limiting membrane (ILM)) and/or at the pre-retinal interphase (posterior to the ILM and anterior to the nerve fiber layer).  

Diagnostic tools

MRI and MRV of the brain are the most sensitive tests for diagnosing CVST. If CVST is suspected, the initial standard approach is to order an MRI of the brain. A positive test is interpreted by the presence of a hyperintense signal from the thrombosed sinus(es). Following, due to its specificity, an MRV should be obtained to rule out CVST. A confirming positive result will demonstrate an absence of flow in the corresponding thrombosed region. Despite the effectiveness and non-invasive modality of this approach, other anatomical abnormalities such as septation of the venous sinuses can be incorrectly identified as CVST. Thus, a more invasive approach such as a cerebral angiography (CA) may be warranted in cases where the diagnosis of CVST through magnetic resonance is uncertain.

Alternatively, CT scan may be employed to diagnosis CVST if the use of magnetic resonance technology is contraindicated. It will also show a hyperintense signal on the suspected thrombosed area, which should be further confirmed through a computed tomographic venography (CTV). However, this approach is far less sensitive and specific than magnetic
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resonance technology. Hence, CA must be performed if the diagnosis of CVST is doubtful.

Treatment

The management of CVST involves anticoagulation therapy and the reduction of IIP. For the initial anticoagulation treatment, the patient is usually hospitalized, requiring intravenous or subcutaneous administration of low molecular weight heparin. After stabilization, the patient is usually dismissed from the hospital and treated with oral anticoagulants for months to years. An acute thrombotic event may be treated with intravenous administration of thrombolytic agents within three hours of the initial presentation. Tissue plasminogen activator (TPA) is usually the preferred agent. However, this treatment approach does not necessarily improve the usual outcome. Approximately 30% of patients treated with TPA during an acute stage have a better outcome in comparison to patients not receiving thrombolytic treatment during the same period. IIP reduction requires in-hospital intravenous administration of acetazolamide. This is followed by oral acetazolamide treatment for weeks to months. In refractory cases, a lumbar puncture and/or a lumbarperitoneal shunt is usually performed. In addition, intractable IIP leading to papilledematous optic nerve atrophy may require an optic nerve head fenestration procedure to decrease ONH swelling. With appropriate treatment the prognosis of CVST is favorable. Prospective studies reveal that the great majority of patients who are properly treated fully recover. A poor outcome is usually a result of severe clinical features manifested at the time of initial presentation. These may include extensive thrombopathy, deep sinus involvement and altered levels of consciousness.

Discussion

CVST is a neurological treatable disease that has good prognosis if diagnosed early. In the case presented, the optometrist immediately recognized the significance of neurological signs and symptoms and ensured that the patient received prompt evaluation and treatment, resulting in a good outcome. The patient’s presentation of severe unilateral headache in association with bilateral optic nerve swelling, as detected through fundus examination, are what incited the clinician’s suspicion of a cranial pathology that needed immediate attention. Aside from CVST, other diagnostic considerations with this type of presentation should include subarachnoid hemorrhage, intracranial aneurysm, cervical artery dissection, stroke, intracranial hemorrhage, reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome, and posterior reversible leukoencephalopathy.

As in other neuro-ophthalmic conditions, the clinical distinction between papilledema and pseudopapilledema in the presence of an elevated optic disc must be addressed when CVST is suspected. Clinical signs that prompt the suggestion of papilledema in the presence of an elevated optic disc include blurred disc margins, peripapillary nerve fiber layer splinter-type hemorrhages with exudation and peripapillary retinal folds known as Paton’s lines. Pseudopapilledema is often seen secondary to optic nerve head drusen, where the nerve looks elevated due to the presence of “buried” hyaline bodies. OCT is an excellent imaging test to help differentiate true disc edema from pseudopapilledema. In pseudopapilledema secondary to optic nerve drusen, OCT will show a lumpy and bumpy internal contour of the optic nerve head, while in papilledema a sideways “lazy V” pattern of the subretinal hyporeflective space is typically observed. Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) imaging and B scan ultrasonography are other diagnostic instruments that can be employed to rule out optic nerve drusen. It is also essential to consider all potential causes of optic nerve head swelling aside from papilledema. Optic nerve head swelling due to other etiologies may include malignant hypertension, diabetic papillitis, anemia, central retinal vein occlusion, neuroretinitis, uveopapillitis, optic neuritis, anterior ischemic optic neuropathy, Leber’s optic neuropathy and retrobulbar optic nerve mass, among others. Functional ocular deficits may also occur in CVST. Eso-binocular diplopia may develop due to IIP compression on the abducens nerve. This cranial nerve is the most commonly affected due to its long trajectory through the subarachnoid space. In addition, static automated perimetry as well as Goldmann dynamic perimetry may reveal an enlargement of the blind spot. Ischemic optic nerve head damage seldom occurs, thus afferent pupillary defects and dyschromatopsia are usually absent.

Discerning urgency and prompt referral

It is important for primary eyecare physicians to be receptive to patients’ concerns as well as their signs and symptoms and to have the ability to discern the necessity of urgent care. In this case, for example, the patient presented with a severe unilateral headache accompanied by visual disturbances associated with bilateral papilledema and a pre-retinal hemorrhage in the right eye. Initially, this clinical scenario suggested the possibility of IIH; however, the patient did not fit the typical profile for IIH (overweight female of childbearing age). It is important to remember that IHI is a diagnosis of exclusion and does not necessarily require urgent action. Therefore, other conditions that may require prompt management must be ruled out. CVST must be high in the list of differentials when bilateral papilledema presents with retinal hemorrhages. In addition, other conditions such as tumors, infections, occlusions and trauma must be excluded.
Assurance of reaching the proper personnel is imperative in urgent care management. Therefore, the primary eyecare physician should contact the referring facility to ensure that the patient is attended promptly by the appropriate personnel.

Patient education

Proper patient education is especially vital in urgent care management. The primary eyecare physician must ensure that the patient acknowledges the status of his/her condition and the subsequent care that may be required. This provides patients with the opportunity to ask concerning questions and helps them to be mentally prepared for the forthcoming process. In addition, it helps to ensure patient compliance with seeking care.

Conclusion

CVST should be included in the differential diagnosis of patients presenting with bilateral disc edema or papilledema and headaches. The great “mimicker” would be IIH, especially if patients are young women. The patient in this case was a young male with headaches, bilateral disc edema and a preretinal hemorrhage in the right eye. A CT scan did not reveal any abnormalities, and the preliminary diagnosis was IIH. Results of the MRI and MRV that were ordered showed the presence of a venous sinus occlusion. CVST can result in permanent vision loss and death if it is not treated promptly. Hence, an urgent approach to the care of these patients can prevent visual function loss and save their lives.
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